INFORMATION AND SAFETY GUIDELINES

The Bull Runner transit system provides transportation for USF students, faculty, and staff throughout campus and designated locations off campus.

Any riders who do not follow these guidelines may be denied access to the Bull Runner.

1. Riders are required to show their USF ID upon boarding. Visitors must be accompanied by a USF student, faculty, or staff to board the bus or have a USF Bull Runner daily bus pass.

2. Do not bring prohibited items onto the Bull Runner. All Bull Runner routes are wheelchair-accessible.

3. All Bull Runner services time may vary. Staff to board the bus. If you are crossing the street, wait until the bus leaves the stop or cross behind the bus.

4. Anyone distracting the driver from safely operating the bus may be removed.

5. No pets allowed. Service animals welcome.

6. When standing, passengers should use handrails to secure themselves.

7. Passengers are responsible for announcing their stop, and giving the driver appropriate time to safely stop.

8. If you are crossing the street, wait until the bus leaves the stop or cross behind the bus.

9. Note: Services time may vary. Directions of travel indicated by black arrows on route. Dashed line indicates more than one route. Voyager indicates up to three routes on each. Bull Runner Stop & Transfer. Bull Runner Stop & Transfer.

10. Weekly Service Monday - Thursday: All Routes, A - B - C - D - E - F - G 7:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. All Routes, A - B - C - D - E - F - G 7:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

11. Service times may vary. Check our website for holiday schedules and most current route information.

12. To see the complete off-campus Route G, please see the insert map above.

usfbullrunner.com

Use the BULL TRACKER

to locate the fare-free Bull Runner Transit!

Get these features online or from your mobile device:

1. Find bus locations in real time
2. Get bus arrival predictions
3. Set up alerts for bus arrival at your stop
4. View a specific route or the entire system
5. Find out if space is available on the bus
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